
 

 

 

 
 

11 ways we intimidate prospects 
 

Recently we heard examples of how two restaurants had unknowingly intimidated their patrons.  
One offered bouillabaisse but only sold 3 bowls per week; after changing the name to California 
stew they sold 30 bowls per week. Another had a sommelier who oversaw a vast wine collection; 
however, patrons shared they were afraid to order wines because they didn’t know most of them 
and would be embarrassed when mispronouncing the name. 

Those stories got us thinking about perceptions others have of us and how we might be doing, 
saying, presenting something in a way that actually intimidates our prospects, thus negatively 
affecting our growth.  Here are 11 actions that might turn others away. 

1. Using industry or company jargon and acronyms that aren’t widely known or recognized. 
2. Using technical data or an excessive amount of numbers and calculations and then insisting 

on including and poring over all of the information in a presentation. 
3. Speaking above our audience, using big words when little words will do –communication 

only occurs when the other person understands what we’ve said. 
4. Throwing titles around.  Although we may be proud of our accomplishments, people do 

business with people, not titles. 
5. Emitting swagger.  Only swagger resulting from confidence is appealing; swagger born 

from arrogance is a turn-off; standing tall while remaining humble is best. 
6. Making claims: #1, the fastest, etc.   Ask yourself ‘who cares, really?’   
7. Dressing to impress – one notch above our audience is okay as it speaks to professionalism; 

heavily starched, creased and stiff-looking is off-putting. 
8. Being too boisterous – others decide whether we are approachable by our volume and tone 

of voice  
9. Having to always be right or have all the answers – no one likes a know-it-all. 
10. Interrupting others before they finish a sentence - cutting them off proves that you have an 

alternate agenda, one that doesn’t include them 
11. Using cynical or smart aleck comebacks – attempts to interject humor often result in 

offending the other party; use only self deprecating humor 
 
Let me know what you think should be added to this list. 
 
 

 
 


